**Grand Teton National Park**

**GRASSY LAKE ROAD**

Following an old Native American trade route, this remote gravel back road is popular with anglers and mountain bikers; with camping.

**TARGHEE NATIONAL FOREST**

Access the Tetons from the Idaho side. It’s particularly good for long or multiday hikes.

**LAURANCE S ROCKEFELLER PRESERVE**

A recent park add-on, with a contemplative visitor center and trails to the lovely Phelps Lake.

**COLTER BAY**

The center for water sports on Jackson Lake, with gentle hikes and plenty of wildlife-watching opportunities. Also has ample visitor services.

**JENNY LAKE**

This popular park area brings in the summer crowds, with lake cruises and shuttles to Cascade Canyon and other trails. The bike path from Jackson ends here.

**SNAKE RIVER**

This lazy river parallels the park to the east. It’s perfect for a sunset float; watch for moose.

**MORMON ROW**

A historic back road with weathered barns and herds of pronghorn, ideal for cyclists.

**MOOSE**

The southern park hub, with gear rentals, information and services.